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Students of biblical Greek and Hebrew may not know everything they need to know, but they do

know thereâ€™s a lot they need to know! Whether studying for exams or translating passages of

Scripture, students need critical information at their fingertips. Instead, itâ€™s usually scattered

throughout textbooks, self-made crib sheets, and sticky-notes on their computer monitor. Now

thereâ€™s a better way! The Zondervan Get an A! Study Guides to Biblical Greek and Biblical

Hebrew are handy, at-a-glance study aids ideal for last minute review, a quick overview of grammar,

or as an aid in translation or sermon preparation. Each set contains four information-packed sheets

that are laminated and three-hole-punched, making them both durable and portable. The study

guides are tied to Zondervanâ€™s Basics of Biblical Greek and Basics of Biblical Hebrew.
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This is great to keep me from having to constantly flip back in the book for memorization purposes.

I've found, the more available something is, the easier it is to memorize. I didn't read the other

reviews, so I'm not sure if others listed what was in this, but here are the contents:Front page:Greek

AlphabetCase Endings and 8 Noun RulesDefinite Article, Relative PronounFirst and Second

Declension NounsPreposition diagramSecond page:Personal Pronouns, Demonstrative,

Interrogative, Indefinite RelativeAdjectivesThird DeclensionMaster Personal Ending ChartMaster

Verb Chart3 Verbal Root PatternsThird page:IndicativeMaster Nonindicative Verb ChartContract

VerbsLiquid IndicativeOverview of SubjunctiveFourth (back) page:Principle Parts of Common



VerbsMaster Participle ChartAthematic Conjugations

This has proved to be an affordable, but extremely valuable study tool for Greek Grammar class. It

has most everything important that's needed for quick reference. There are a few things that I would

have liked to have seen on it also, but overall I was very pleased with this study tool.

The tool is very useful in helping me remember and review my tenses. This will be particularly useful

for visual learners because the endings and augments are color coded. I labored to try to create my

own cheat sheet but this was way better and saved me lots of time.That being said, when I had this

shipped to me, it was not included with any stiff cardboard or anything keeping it flat, so it arrived

with a few crinkles. The study aid is great, but the creases don't allow it to lay flat and is generally

annoying for the OCD type.

This is a wonderful way to quickly recall important ponts about New Testament Greek without

feeling like you are cheating. It is a great reference guide that is pre-punched and fits easily into a

notebook for easy and quick reference.

This is a helpful, portable chart, more appealing & clearer to read than the Quickstudy Guide Latin

chart, its opposite number. It matches the Mounce grammar books, but a much better book to learn

N.T. Greek as well as an intro to Attic is: "The Elements of New Testament Greek, Third Edition"

(Book and Audio CD) by Jeremy Duff. This however does not have a companion chart, hence the

need for this chart. So you might as well get it.

when i first bought this it was PRE Greek 1. It was a jumble of senseless tables. By the time I

finished Greek 2 i could whip out this chart prior to a quiz and use it to review for just about

everything we'd studied. Great resource.

I used this with Mounce's beginning Greek book in order to pass a Greek entrance exam to get into

school.I did not use the sheet very much at the beginning, but once I hit verbs, and especially when

I started reviewing for my test, I found this to be helpful. It was nice to have everything on one sheet

without having to flip through the book trying to find a form or a paradigm. I reviewed this sheet the

day of my test, and I passed the test!I don't think this is indispensable to learning Greek, but it was

useful, and I was glad I had it.



As a newbie to Greek, I had written dozens of little notecards with lots of hints and helps which were

strewn all over my work surface. Once I got this study guide, I was able to file all of them. What a

tremendous help! Thank you, Dr. Mounce!
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